Sophie (23 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Business fluent (C1 / C2)
Polnisch Muttersprache

Height: 1.55 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: M
Experience
Worked as hostess for Berliner Luft in their Café (beverages + dishes) during the
ISH 2019. Gained further experience in gastronomy during the Folklorum Festival
2017 and the Old-Town-Festival in Görlitz 2017. /// Experienced with beer pumps ///
knowledge about basic longdrinks and cocktails. /// Experienced with/in vegetarian
and vegan cuisine. /// Experience in a book store (incl. Cash register) /// I study
sociology and philosophy in Frankfurt a.M., currently in my 5th semester. ///
Organized events and receptions at school a member of SKA
(SchülerKulturAgentur — PupilsCultureAgency). Assisted at private events and
distributed beverages. Sold handmade goods on school markets as the Christmas
market. /// Aside of gastronomy: /// Participated in business @ school duiring senior
classes. /// Sound knowledge of word, excel and powerpoint. /// Experience with
... more working experience can be seen online
Recent Jobs & Reviews
Nordmann - Mobiler Weihnachtsmarkt
(1 day in Hamburg for Bright & Epic Europe GmbH)
Walk&Give Hamburg 2022
(1 day in Hamburg for contacts & sports GmbH)
Kellner auf einer Weihnachtsfeier mit ca. 100 Gästen
(1 day in Hamburg for Grabowski und Rohmann Personalberatung ...)
1. Nov. Hälfte: Kochevents AlsterLoft by Kevs Kitchen
(1 day in Hamburg for Kev`s Kitchen GmbH)
Hamburg AEZ Oktober
(1 day in Hamburg for CHANGE of Scandinavia Germany GmbH)
15.09.2022 Hostess Garderobe
(1 day in Frankfurt for House of Logistics and Mobility (HOLM) ...)
Tommy Hilfiger Opening
(1 day in Frankfurt for MAINCATERING GmbH)
Tag des Handwerks
(1 day in Offenbach for Kreishandwerkerschaft Kreis und Stadt O...)
Firmen Event NTT Data in Frankfurt am Main
(1 day in Frankfurt for PowerYourParty Inhaber Michele Dornoff)
Service für VIP-Lounge SV Darmstadt 98
(1 day in Darmstadt for G&G Event-Marketing GmbH)
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